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final fact is the 1st quantity of the 'TRUTH' series. it's a riveting, suggestion scary masterpiece
of theories, philosophy and nice religious perception approximately our Divine nature and
Celestial origins. It delves seriously into the esoteric and occult teachings that many are usually
ignorant of or too afraid to accept. during this book, writer Peter C. Rogers, D.D., Ph.D takes on
the various themes which are taboo or frequently challenging to appreciate and simplifies them
for the typical lay person. This booklet will advised you to reflect on or even query many of the
belongings you carry to be true. it's going to shake your origin to the center inflicting you to ask
yourself why you've gotten by no means been taught this stuff in school, in church or in society.
through an identical token, this booklet may be met with public ridicule, controversy and
resistance through people who are nonetheless unwilling to just accept the 'Ultimate Truth'
approximately our Being. As this ebook will aspect out, we live in an age the place fact is our in
simple terms salvation and the deception of the elite will not be tolerated via the masses. Our
planetary cognizance is stirring and we as a race of Cosmic non secular Beings are heeding the
decision of the Divine in our spirits and in our genetic reminiscence code. This ebook is yet one
more piece of the awakening method for all those that glance therein. it's a synthesis of varied
truths, primary religious beliefs, strong incite and idea upsetting stimuli. the single factor that
now stands among you and a brand new lifestyle is You!--for a closed brain is a barrier opposed
to change. may perhaps your lifestyles be without end altered via the renewing of your brain
and the liberation of your Spirit.
it's the rattling truth. I enjoyed this book.
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